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V577 Ophiuhi (11.01 V , A8) is an elipsing binary with a non-irular orbit (een-triity e = 0:22� 0:08) and a Æ St-type primary omponent (Diethelm 1993). Previousobservations learly show the intrinsi pulsational variation superimposed on the elipselight urve. The pulsation just disappears in the primary minimum and has almost doubleamplitude in the seondary one (Volkov 1990). In order to detet the multiperiodiityof the pulsation of V577 Oph, we observed the star in 2000. The data were olletedwith a red-sensitive Thomson TH7882 576� 384 CCD photometer (Wei et al. 1990; Zhouet al. 2001) on the 85-m Cassegrain telesope at the Xinglong Station of the BeijingAstronomial Observatory of China. The CCD has an imaging size of 13:25� 8:83 mm2orresponding to a sky �eld of 12:03� 8:04 (1:002/pixel, a pixel size is 23 �m2). Two stars inthe �eld of V577 Oph were seleted as referenes. They areC1 = GSC 00444 01191 (RA = 18h16m46:s55, DEC = 06Æ57008:002, 2000.0, 12.6 V ),C2 = GSC 00444 02025 (RA = 18h17m02:s51, DEC = 06Æ54037:006, 2000.0, 11.5 V ).Exposure times were 30 s. A Johnson V �lter was used. Atmospheri extintion wasnot taken into aount in view of the lose spaing of the observed stars. The di�erentialolour e�et between the variable and the referene stars are largely eliminated by takingthe mean ombination of the latter. Hene the di�erential magnitudes of V577 Ophare alulated relative to the two omparison stars as V � (C1 + C2)=2. The magnitudedi�erenes between the omparison stars generally show a typial standard deviation of0:m010. For the nights of good seeing a better value of about 0:m006 was obtained. Thesetwo omparison stars were deteted to be non-variables at the auray of observation.A preliminary Fourier analysis based on the data from four nights (11, 12, 21 and30 June 2000) demonstrates that the light variations of V577 Oph an be well �ttedwith a single pulsation frequeny f = 14:3903 yle d�1 (P = 0:069491 d) having asemi-amplitude of 0:m0289. The �tting yields the residuals with a standard deviation of� = 0:m0162. We tried �tting the light urves with two more frequenies. When anadditional seond term at 16.2738 yle d�1 was onsidered, the � or the quality of �ttingwas not signi�antly improved. We realled that all the observations olleted in 1987{1990 by Volkov (1990) revealed the stability of pulsation in 2.5 year interval period. Theperiod given in the ephemeris HJDmax = 2447620:379+0:0694909�E (Volkov 1990) is inlose agreement with the present value. Therefore, we think that the pulsation frequenyof V577 Oph has been quite stable sine 1987. The question of amplitude variability isstill open. Figure 1 displays the observed (dots) and �tted (lines) light urves of the starfrom the four nights.
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Figure 1. CCD di�erential light urves of V577 Oph from four nights in June 2000
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